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Abstract A few-cycle, broadband, singly-resonant optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) for the mid-infrared based on MgO-
doped periodically-poled LiNbO3 (MgO:PPLN), synchronously
pumped by a 20-fs Ti:sapphire laser is reported. By using
crystal interaction lengths as short as 250 μm, and careful
dispersion management of input pump pulses and the OPO
resonator, near-transform-limited, few-cycle idler pulses tun-
able across the mid-infrared have been generated, with as few
as 3.7 optical cycles at 2682 nm. The OPO can be continuously
tuned over 2179-3732 nm (4589-2680 cm-1) by cavity delay
tuning, providing up to 33 mW of output power at 3723 nm. The
idler spectra exhibit stable broadband profiles with bandwidths
spanning over 422 nm (FWHM) recorded at 3732 nm. The effect
of crystal length on spectral bandwidth and pulse duration is
investigated at a fixed wavelength, confirming near-transform-
limited idler pulses for all grating interaction lengths. By locking
the repetition frequency of the pump laser to a radio-frequency
reference, and without active stabilization of the OPO cavity
length, an idler power stability better than 1.6% rms over >2.75
hours is obtained when operating at maximum output power,
in excellent spatial beam quality with TEM00 mode profile.

Photograph shows a multigrating MgO:PPLN crystal used as
a nonlinear gain medium in the few-cycle femtosecond mid-IR
OPO. The visible light is the result of non-phase-matched sum-
frequency mixing between the interacting beams.
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1. Introduction

The generation of coherent ultrashort light pulses with
broad spectral bandwidth is of great interest for applica-
tions in optical metrology and frequency synthesis [1]. In
the mid-infrared (mid-IR) spectral range, such broadband
ultrafast sources are of particular interest for high-precision
frequency comb spectroscopy [2]. With the limited avail-
ability of conventional mode-locked lasers in the mid-IR,
nonlinear frequency down-conversion techniques represent
an attractive approach to the generation of ultrashort pulses
in this region, inherently preserving the phase coherence
properties of the input laser pump sources. A particularly
effective approach is to exploit ultrafast optical parametric
oscillators (OPOs) synchronously pumped by mode-locked
femtosecond laser oscillators [3]. By deploying Kerr-lens-
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mode-locked (KLM) Ti:sapphire and Cr2+:ZnSe lasers, or
femtosecond Yb-, Er- and Tm-fiber lasers, the potential
of ultrafast OPOs for the generation of near-to mid-IR ra-
diation has already been extensively demonstrated [4–10].
By exploiting degenerate doubly-resonant oscillator (DRO)
configuration [4, 6–9], or singly-resonant oscillator (SRO)
design [5, 10], broadband radiation in the near- to mid-IR
across spectral regions from ∼1.5 to ∼6 μm has been gener-
ated using quasi-phase-matched (QPM) nonlinear materials
of MgO-doped periodically-poled LiNbO3 (MgO:PPLN)
and orientation-patterned GaAs (OP-GaAs), or birefringent
crystals, BiB3O5 and CdSiP2. The potential of such OPOs
has also been demonstrated for applications in frequency
metrology [5, 7] and spectroscopy [6, 8].

For the attainment of broadband output spectrum, the
degenerate sub-harmonic DRO [4] offers an attractive
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approach, because of the convenient availability of large
gain bandwidths in the vicinity of degeneracy under type
0 (e→ee) interaction in QPM materials, or type I (e→oo)
phase-matching in birefringent crystals [9]. In addition, the
sub-harmonic DRO can provide an output spectrum at exact
degeneracy, where the signal and idler are mutually phase-
locked, and also inherently phase-locked to the pump [4,7].
As such, the degenerate output can be used as a first step in
frequency comb generation, subject to further active stabi-
lization. However, an intrinsic feature of the sub-harmonic
DRO is the spectral confinement of output to wavelength
regions close to degeneracy, hence requiring pump sources
at different wavelengths to access different spectral regions
in the mid-IR. On the other hand, for arbitrary spectral cov-
erage away from degeneracy with smooth and continuous
tuning, the SRO configuration can be a desirable approach.
In addition, the SRO scheme enables the deployment of
widely established and more readily available femtosec-
ond pump sources, such as the KLM Ti:sapphire laser, to
access wide spectral regions in the mid-IR. The SRO con-
figuration is also characterized by inherent passive stability,
resulting in a smooth, uniform, and stable output spectrum
with a well-defined structure and content across the full
synchronous range of cavity delay, and provides excellent
temporal and output power stability across the entire wave-
length coverage of the OPO.

At the same time, in both sub-harmonic DRO and SRO
configurations, for the attainment of largest output spec-
trum it would be desirable to deploy the broadest input
pump bandwidth, and hence the shortest transform-limited
pump pulse duration. In this respect, the KLM Ti:sapphire
laser also represents the most viable and well-established
source of ultrashort femtosecond pulses, capable of de-
livering the shortest transform-limited optical pulses with
broadest spectral bandwidth [11]. When used as the pump
in combination with the SRO design, it is potentially ca-
pable of generating few-cycle optical pulses with broad,
stable and well-controlled bandwidth across the entire mid-
IR spectral range of ∼1 to 4.5 μm using MgO:PPLN as the
nonlinear material. On the other hand, the deployment of
ultrashort pump pulses presents additional challenges, both
in terms of dispersion control of the input pump pulses as
well as careful management of dispersion within the SRO
cavity [12], to achieve the shortest output pulses, and the
most stable broadband mid-IR idler output. Recently, a sub-
harmonic DRO based on MgO:PPLN and synchronously
pumped by 85-fs pulses from an Er-fiber laser at 1560 nm
was reported, providing broadband 5-cycle (50 fs) optical
pulses at exact degeneracy centered at 3120 nm [13]. Here
we report a femtosecond OPO in SRO configuration ca-
pable of providing few-cycle optical pulses tunable across
mid-IR, from a center wavelength of 2179 nm to 3732 nm.
The OPO is pumped by a 20-fs KLM Ti:sapphire laser
at 790 nm, and provides clean, uniform, and well-defined
broadband idler spectra at all operating wavelengths. By
careful dispersion control of input pump pulses, OPO crys-
tal and mirror coatings, as well as intracavity group delay
compensation, idler pulses of 3.7 optical cycles have been
generated at 2282 nm. The OPO can deliver broad idler

Figure 1 Schematic of the few-cycle optical parametric oscilla-
tor. CMP: Chirped Mirror Pair, M: Mirrors, L: Lens, P: Prisms, F:
Filter.

spectra in the mid-IR, with a full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) bandwidth spanning over 422 nm (303 cm−1) at
3732 nm. With the Ti:sapphire repetition frequency locked
to a radio frequency (RF) reference by servo-control of
the cavity length, and without active OPO cavity length
stabilization, we obtain a passive idler output power stabil-
ity better than 1.6% rms over >2.75 hours, with excellent
spatial beam quality in a TEM00 mode profile.

2. Experimental setup

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.
The pump source is a KLM Ti:sapphire oscillator provid-
ing up to 1 W of average power in ∼20 fs pulses at the
output of the laser at a repetition frequency (frep) of 100
MHz. In order to preserve the minimum pulse duration at
the input to the nonlinear crystal inside the OPO, we use a
pair of chirped mirrors (CMP) to pre-compensate the pump
pulses for the dispersion caused by the focusing lens, L1,
and the input mirror, M1. After four bounces through the
CMP, corresponding to -80 fs2/bounce, the measured pump
pulse duration and the spectrum at the input to the nonlin-
ear crystal are recorded, with the results shown in Fig. 2.
The interferometric autocorrelation measurement resulted
in a pulse duration of 26 fs (sech2), corresponding to ∼10
optical cycles, with a spectral bandwidth of 39 nm (625
cm−1) FWHM, centered at 790 nm. Using a f = 75 mm
focal length lens, the pump beam is then focused to a waist
radius of w0∼50 μm inside the nonlinear crystal, which is
a 1-mm-thick MgO:PPLN chip, with four different inter-
action lengths, l = 250, 500, 750, 1000 μm, as shown in
Fig. 1. Each interaction length is composed of a fanned grat-
ing structure, with QPM grating periods ranging from � =
19 to � = 21.3 μm. The grating periods are optimally de-
signed to maximize the gain bandwidth over 1600–3500 nm
in the mid-IR, with the calculated idler bandwidth ranging
from >1500 nm for l = 250 μm to >270 nm for l =
1000 μm, for a fixed grating period, � = 20 μm. This cus-
tom design of the nonlinear crystal enables us to study the
effect of interaction length on the pulse duration and the
generated spectral bandwidth. The crystal is housed in an
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Figure 2 Autocorrelation measurement of the Ti:sapphire pump
laser. Inset: Corresponding spectrum centered at 790 nm.

oven and maintained at a constant 100 °C. The OPO cavity
is a standing-wave design comprising two plano-concave
mirrors, M1,2, and four plane mirrors, M3-M6. All mirrors
are coated on 3-mm-thick CaF2 substrate. The mirrors are
all highly transmitting (T > 90%) for the pump over 750–
850 nm, highly reflecting (R > 99%) for the signal over
1020–1600 nm, and have good transmission (T > 80%) for
the idler over 1850–5500 nm, thus ensuring SRO configu-
ration for the OPO. All cavity mirrors are also chirped for
dispersion control, with a GDD∼0 over 1000–1200 nm,
and varying from −600 to +200 fs2 across 1200–1600 nm.
A CaF2 lens, L2, is used to collect the mid-IR idler out-
put, while a filter, F, separates the generated idler from the
transmitted pump. The total round-trip optical length of the
OPO cavity is ∼1.5 m, corresponding to a repetition rate
of 100 MHz, ensuring synchronization with the pump laser
repetition rate. Since the zero-GVD point in MgO:PPLN is
at ∼1900 nm, we use a pair of SF11 equilateral prisms, P1,2,
for intracavity dispersion control of signal pulses. While M5
serves as the end mirror for the auxiliary cavity, M6 serves as
the end-mirror in the presence of dispersion compensation.

3. Results and discussion

In order to characterize the OPO, we initially performed
spectral measurements of the mid-IR idler output across the
tuning range. We chose an interaction length of 500 μm as a
compromise between the nonlinear gain and the dispersion
to achieve the broadest wavelength coverage. Wavelength
tuning was achieved conveniently by cavity delay on either
side of the perfectly synchronous cavity length. The spectra
were measured using a commercial Fourier transform spec-
trometer at a distance of ∼2 m for the OPO output, with the
results shown in Fig. 3, where the abscissa is depicted in
logarithmic scale. As evident from Fig. 3, the idler wave-
length is continuously tunable from a center wavelength
of 2179 to 3732 nm, over 1553 nm (1910 cm−1), with the

Figure 3 Idler spectrum and variation of the FWHM idler band-
width across the tuning range of the OPO.

Figure 4 Variation of the idler power as function of the cavity
delay. Inset: Power scaling at an idler wavelength of 3723 nm.

spectra extending across 2000–4500 nm. The correspond-
ing signal wavelength leaked out through one of the cavity
mirrors is measured to tune from 1002 to 1239 nm, over
∼24 nm (1910 cm−1). Also shown Fig. 3 is the variation of
the idler spectral bandwidth across the tuning range. The
FWHM idler bandwidth varies from 93 nm (196 cm−1) at
2179 nm to 422 nm (303 cm−1) at a center wavelength of
3732 nm. It is evident in Fig. 3 that the idler spectra exhibit
stable, uniform, well-behaved, and smooth profiles across
the full tuning range of the OPO, a characteristic of the
SRO configuration. The spectral modulation in the ∼2700–
3000 nm region is caused by water vapor in the laboratory
atmosphere.

We recorded the idler output power across the tuning
range of the OPO for a fixed input pump power using the
grating interaction length, l = 500 μm. Figure 4 shows
the variation of idler power as a function of cavity delay.
Under perfect synchronization, we were able to extract up
to 62 mW of idler power at central wavelength of 2307
nm. As the cavity length is detuned from –55 μm, the idler
power increases from 30 mW at 2014 nm, to a maximum
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Figure 5 (a) Optical cycles of the generated idler pulses using
l = 250 μm interaction length in MgO:PPLN. (b) and (c) Inter-
ferometric autocorrelation of the idler at 2282 nm and 2575 nm,
respectively.

of 62 mW at zero-detuning, beyond which it decreases to
33 mW at 3724 nm for 45 μm of detuning. The drop in the
idler power at ∼20 μm cavity delay is attributed to the OH−
absorption at ∼2.8 μm in MgO:PPLN. Also shown in the
inset of Fig. 4 is the variation of the idler power as a func-
tion of the pump power. At an idler wavelength of 3723 nm,
corresponding to a signal wavelength of 1003 nm, we were
able to generate 33 mW of idler power for a pump power of
940 mW at an extraction efficiency of 3.5% and a slope effi-
ciency of 14.5%. At this significantly long wavelength, the
threshold of the OPO is recorded to be ∼700 mW, while it is
∼540 mW at 2307 nm where the cavity is synchronized
with zero-detuning. The relatively high pump threshold
could be attributed to the temporal walk-off between
the pump and the signal pulses in the MgO:PPLN

Figure 6 Dependence of the idler pulse duration on the inter-
action length, (a) 250 μm, (b) 500 μm, (c) 750 μm, and (d)
1000 μm of the MgO:PPLN crystal at a fixed operating wave-
length of ∼2400 nm.

crystal. The group velocities of the pump and signal
are calculated to be vgp∼c/2.27 and vgs∼c/2.21, respec-
tively, where c is the velocity of light. Given the input
pump pulse duration of ∼26 fs and the group velocities
of the pump and signal pulses, the temporal walk-off
length between the pump and signal is estimated to be
leff∼260 μm, beyond which the pump and signal pulses
no longer overlap. This walk-off distance is about half
the grating interaction length of l = 500 μm, implying
that the grating does not fully contribute to parametric
gain.

In order to exploit the largest spectral acceptance band-
widths associated with shortest interaction lengths, to gen-
erate the shortest pulse durations, we performed temporal
characterization the output idler pulses using the grating in-
teraction length of l = 250 μm in the crystal. The idler pulses
are characterized using a home-made interferometric auto-
correlator based on two-photon absorption in extended In-
GaAs photodetector. Under this condition, dispersion com-
pensation was best optimized to generate idler pulses in the
2282–2682 nm wavelength range. Figure 5 shows the vari-
ation of the number of optical cycles as a function of the
idler wavelength generated using the l = 250 μm interaction
length. As can be seen, we were able to generate few-cycle
idler pulses across the measurement tuning range, varying
from 5.8 optical cycles at 2436 nm to as few as 3.7 optical
cycles at 2682 nm. Also shown in the inset of Fig. 5 are
two representative interferometric autocorrelation profiles
of idler pulses at 2282 nm and 2575 nm, resulting in pulse
durations of 33 fs and 46 fs, assuming sech2 profile, cor-
responding to 4.3 and 5.3 optical cycles, respectively. At
2682 nm, where the dispersion compensation is well opti-
mized, the measured FWHM idler bandwidth of 10.2 THz
(245 nm or 341 cm−1) results in a time-bandwidth product
of �ν�τ∼0.34, close to the transform limit for an ideal
sech2 pulse, �ν�τ∼0.315, confirming that the pulses are
nearly chirp-free. Fine adjustment of dispersion compensa-
tion at other idler wavelengths could also result in similar
near-transform-limited pulses across the tuning range. At
some of the longer wavelengths, we observed distortion of
the autocorrelation profile, which we believe to be due to
water vapor absorption.

We further investigated the effect of interaction length
on the idler pulse duration at a fixed wavelength.
Figure 6 (a–d) shows the measured interferometric auto-
correlation traces of the idler pulses at ∼2400 nm using
l = 250 μm, 500 μm, 750 μm, and 1000 μm grating in-
teraction lengths in the crystal. As can be seen, the pulse
duration increases with the increase in interaction length,
associated with reduced spectral acceptance bandwidth, as
expected. The variation in the idler pulse duration, and
the corresponding spectral bandwidth, as a function of the
interaction length is shown in Fig. 7. As the idler band-
width (FWHM) decreases from 214 nm (372 cm−1) for
l = 250 μm to 60 nm (104 cm−1) for l = 1000 μm, the
pulse duration gradually increases from 50 fs to 151 fs at a
fixed idler wavelength centered at ∼2400 nm. Also shown
in the inset of Fig. 7 is the corresponding time-bandwidth
product, which is estimated to be constant, �ν�τ∼0.48.
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Figure 7 Variation of the idler pulse duration and spectral band-
width as a function of the interaction length at ∼2400 nm. In-
set: Idler wavelength and the time-bandwidth product of the idler
pulses as function of the grating interaction length.

Figure 8 Long-term power stability of the idler from the
MgO:PPLN OPO and the standard deviation of the variation in
the oscillator repetition frequency (SDfrep) over >2.75 hours. In-
set: Spatial beam quality of the idler at 3762 nm.

This is close to �ν�τ = 0.315 for an ideal sech2 pulse
shape, indicating that the generated idler pulses are nearly
chirp-free and transform-limited for all grating interaction
lengths. It should also be noted that the autocorrelation pro-
file in Fig. 6(a) displays some distortion due to third-order
dispersion, which we attribute to atmospheric absorption
near ∼2400 nm. Therefore, we expect even shorter pulse
durations and lower time-bandwidth products �ν�τ<0.48
at other wavelengths across the idler tuning range.

Finally, we investigated the long-term power stability
of the idler output from the OPO at the longer mid-IR
wavelengths and at maximum power. Figure 8 shows the
result at an idler wavelength centered at 3652 nm. The mea-
surements were performed with the Ti:sapphire pump laser
repetition frequency locked to an RF reference by servo-
control of the cavity length, but without active stabilization
of the OPO cavity length itself. As can be seen, the idler is
recorded to exhibit a power stability better than 1.6% rms
over >2.75 hours, while operating at the maximum output

power, with the standard deviation of the change in repe-
tition frequency of the OPO as low as ∼1 mHz centered
at ∼99.99 MHz. Also shown in the inset of Fig. 8 is the
spatial quality of the idler output beam at 3762 nm, together
with the orthogonal intensity profiles, confirming a single-
peak Gaussian distribution in TEM00 mode profile. We have
repeated the same measurement at other wavelengths and
found the idler to exhibit similarly high spatial beam quality
across the tuning range.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a singly-resonant fem-
tosecond OPO for the mid-IR based on MgO:PPLN, syn-
chronously pumped by a 20-fs KLM Ti:sapphire laser. The
OPO is capable of delivering few-cycle broadband idler
pulses with uniform and well-defined spectral structure and
smooth tuning from a center wavelength of 2179 nm to
3732 nm, with a FWHM bandwidth of 422 nm (303 cm−1)
at 3732 nm. The SRO configuration ensures continuous
and uninterrupted tuning across the full wavelength cov-
erage of the OPO by convenient cavity delay tuning. By
using grating interaction lengths as short as l = 250 μm
and careful dispersion control, we have generated near-
transform-limited idler pulses of 3.7 to 5.8 optical cycles
across 2282–2682 nm, with measurements at longer mid-
IR wavelengths limited by the available diagnostics. We
expect that the idler pulses at longer wavelengths will also
be of a few optical cycles, and could be further controlled to
achieve the shortest duration near the transform-limit by op-
timizing the intracavity dispersion compensation at shorter
signal wavelengths. The OPO can provide >30 mW of out-
put power over the entire mid-IR tuning range, with a max-
imum of 62 mW at 2307 nm. We have also investigated the
effect of interaction length on the spectral bandwidth and
pulse duration of the output from the OPO at a fixed idler
wavelength, resulting in the generation of near-transform-
limited pulses for all interaction lengths from l = 250 μm
to l = 1000 μm. With stabilization of the pump laser cav-
ity length to a reference RF signal, thus minimizing the
deviation of the repetition frequency down to ∼1 mHz,
the OPO idler output exhibits a power stability better than
1.6% rms over >2.75 hours at 3652 nm, when operating
at maximum output power, in excellent spatial beam qual-
ity with TEM00 mode profile. Given the short interaction
lengths of only 250 μm used in this OPO, with modified
grating design and period, the spectral coverage may be fur-
ther shifted into the mid-IR to wavelengths centered near
4500 nm, potentially extending to ∼5000 nm, with reduced
risk of idler absorption in the crystal. The described OPO
represents a viable and practical source of few-cycle broad-
band radiation for applications in frequency metrology and
spectroscopy in the mid-IR.
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